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In This IssueUbiquitination SculptsShattering Chromosomes in Cancer
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Somatic mutations driving cancer are thought to accumulate gradually over time. But
could cancer-relevant mutations also arise in a single catastrophic event of chromo-
some shattering? Stephens et al. provide evidence for such a phenomenon, which
they term chromothripsis, whereby tens to hundreds of genomic rearrangements
occur in a single cellular crisis. The authors document chromothripsis in a number
of human cancers and show that several oncogenic lesions can emerge from one
genomic crisis. The findings have important implications for the temporal emergence
of some cancers.Chromatin Boundaries
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Epe1, an S. pombe JmjC family protein, accumulates at boundaries between heterochromatin and euchromatin. This local-
ization is puzzling, as Epe1 is recruited by HP1 silencing factors that are distributed throughout heterochromatin. Braun et al.
demonstrate that the Cul4-Ddb1Cdt2 ubiquitin ligase fosters degradation of Epe1 within the body of heterochromatin, leading
to accumulation at the boundaries. Ubiquitin-dependent sculpting of chromosomal protein distribution may be a general
mechanism for proper assembly of chromatin domains.Activation Is a Two-Step for PKCs
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Protein kinase C isozymes (PCKs) are signal transducers that translocate to cell membranes, where they are activated
by lipid dyacylglycerol binding to their C1A and C1B domains. Now, Leonard et al. solve the crystal structure of full-
length PKC bII, revealing an unexpected intermediate in the activation pathway where the active site is accessible to
substrate but kept inactive by the C1B domain clamping down on a key phenylalanine side chain. This is reversed
upon membrane binding, activating the enzyme. These findings define a novel regulatory mechanism for protein
kinases.Making Sense of the Aggregate Proteome
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Protein aggregation is linked to neurodegeneration and other diseases, but how
aggregation perturbs a cell is unclear. Using quantitiative proteomics, Olzscha
et al. demonstrate that cytotoxicity correlates with the capacity of aggregates
to sequester multiple cellular proteins with distinct properties, such as large
size and an enrichment in unstructured regions. Many of the interacting proteins
also occupy essential hub positions in cellular protein networks. Thus, by target-
ing a metastable subproteome, amyloid-like aggregation may cause multifactorial
cell toxicity.Presenilin Functions Pre-AD
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Mutations in the intramembrane protease Presenilin-1 are the most common cause of familial Alzheimer’s disease. Bai
et al. now show that Presenilin-1 has a role in establishing neuronal connections during development of the mouse spinal
cord. The absence of Presenilin-1 disrupts the sequential cleavage of DCC, a receptor for the axon guidance cue Netrin,
resulting in axon guidance defects. These findings provide a molecular link between neural circuit formation and neuro-
degeneration.Cell 144, January 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1
Mitochondria Tweet about Aging
PAGE 79
Linking mitochondria to aging has focused on reactive oxygen species as the main
culprit. Durieux et al. now demonstrate that alteration of mitochondrial function in key
tissues is essential for establishing and maintaining a prolongevity cue in worms. Inter-
estingly, mitochondrial perturbation in one tissue is perceived and acted upon by the
mitochondrial stress response pathway in a distal tissue. That mitochondrial function
can be communicated cell non-autonomously to set the rate of aging suggests the exis-
tence of an unknown secreted signal termed a mitokine.Synthetic Signaling Cascades Deconstructed
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O’Shaughnessy et al. construct aminimal mammalianMAP kinase cascade in yeast and
mathematically dissect the contributions of intrinsic and extrinsic perturbations to the systems-level properties of the insu-
lated cascade. Their findings demonstrate the critical importance of relative kinase concentration in dictating the activation
profile of MAPKs, identify cascading itself as a mechanism for generating ultrasensitivity, and detail design rules for the
construction of synthetic cascades with distinct activation characteristics.Good Antibody Hunting
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Disease-specific antibodies have potential to serve as biomarkers in a simple blood test, but identifying such antibodies is
challenging. In this issue, Reddy et al. present a general approach, based on screening synthetic peptide mimetics, for iden-
tifying disease-specific antibodies. They apply this method to identify two antibodies that may represent candidate
biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease.Getting at the Root of the Hair Cycle
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Hair follicles undergo cyclical bouts of hair growth, a process requiring activation of
otherwise quiescent stem cells (SCs). Hsu et al. exploit this feature to define the point
when activated SCs become irreversibly committed along their way tomaking hair. Early
SC descendents retain stemness and return to the niche when hair growth stops,
becoming themain source of SCs for the next hair cycle. Surprisingly, some proliferating
descendents that have irreversibly lost stemness also home back to the niche, where
they function to provide quiescent signaling cues that control the hair cycle.The Book of E. coli
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High-throughput genome sequencing has created a need for large-scale approaches for elucidating gene function. Nichols
et al. combine chemical genomics with quantitative fitness measurements to attribute functional roles to hundreds of E. coli
genes. The approach and the data set provide a rich community resource and yield insights into several aspects of bacterial
physiology, including genome organization and antibiotic mechanisms.Cell 144, January 7, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 3
